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THE EFFECT ON AIRPLANE PERFORMANCE OF THE FACTORS THAT MUST
CONSIDERED IN APPLYING LOW-DRAG COWLING TO RADIAL ENGINES

By WILLIAM H. MCAVOY, OSCARW’. SomY, and ALFWID W. YOUNQ

SUMMARY

Thisreport presents thered% of$ighi testswiih three
di$erent airplunes using severaltypes of low-dragcowling
for radial air-cooled engines. The greater part of the
testswere nuuiawnlha CJurths“XE’7GI” (“Sea Hawk”)
with a b10-hp. Wasp engine, ting threefw+w-lagenose
8hUp88@Ui &t t~p@ Of OUtM COWli~. % &h COW@18

were: A nawow ring, a wide ring, a wide cowling timi.lar
to tlw original N. A. C. A. cowling, a thick ring incor-
porating an exhaust wlkctor, a single-mujaa cowling
shqed like the outer surface of thamh.m&col14ctorcowl-
ing, and a polygomring cowling, of whichthe angle of th
straighiseziiom with the thrwt line could bevunkd overa
ti range.

Thahigh speed in L%vel$-ighiwaaokiermind by meaw
of timed rune over a memurw?couree. Tenminwle fwU-
throttle climbs were d for several of the cowling con-
ditions. Temperatures ai 18 poinis on tha -@w
c@uL7s were m.wured for a lurgenumber of climbs and
Lwtdjlighls. Photograph-sshowing the pilot’s jidd oj
& were takenfor severalcowling dtiti.

T?w addition of outer cowhqls to the “XF7GI”
resultedin epeed increa-wxoffrom 6 to %’0miles per hour,
dependingupon thetype of cowlingandthefweluge shape.
The nmww-ring cowling gave the ti inereme in qwed
and the single+urjw cowling tha greateet. A reason-
ably wide cowling with h%leuding edge behind thejroni
p.?uneof the engine qdinders gave the bestperformance of
the plain-ring types of cowling. Tha optimum rangefor
tlu angle of the cowling seetion with tlw thrmt line was
only 3° or 4°; the podhn of th range was okpendeni

upon the shape of thef~el.uge and ths dupe and locdi..on

Of tb COWh@ 8t?Ctb7L In genaal the engine temper-
ature increased m the high aped waa increased, both of
these e$ects being directly contributedto by reductti in
tlw amourdof airjowing pat the qlhukrs. Th8 u9e ,oj

cowling8 had very ldtle efeet upon th4 perjormunce in

climb.
.Lx8 exhn&ve tests were male on a Voughi “Ol?U–1”

~’Corsair”) and a Fairchild “F02W-fi” with come of
the saw cowlinge wmd on the “ XIVGl .“ (My the
high speed of thee ai.rplaneewas determimw?,to furnish
a check on th eject of cowlinge with dij%wni typw of
airplanes.

BE

INTRODUCTION

In 1928 the National Advisory Committee for Aero-
nautics conducted in its 20-foot propeller-resemoh
tunnel an investigation of cowlings for radial air-cooled
engines. (References 1, 2, and 3.) This inmxtiga-
tion showed that a remmkably large reduction in drag
could be obtained by the use of a cowling which com-
pletely inolosed the engine and which admitted the
cooling air through an opening in the front and dis-
charged it through an annular opening at the rem of
the engine. Tests on low-drag cowlings have also
been conducted in England by the Aeronautical
Research Committee. @eference 4.) In these tests
a ring was fitted over the engine cylinders to reduce the
drag by decreasing both turbulence and the break-
away of the flow from the surface of the body behind
the engine.

Since the foregoing tests were made the manufac-
turers of radial air-oooled enginashave shown consider-
able intarest ia low~ag cowlings. Nearly every .
recent installation of Mge radial air-cooled engines
includes some form of this type of cowling. Not all
installations have been entirely successful, however,
because many users have not appreciated the fact that
the shape, the width, the location of the outer cowling
with respect to the engine cylinders, the angle of attack
of the cowling section with respect to the centerline of
the crankshaft, and the lines of the inner cowling are
all very importmt and should be carefully considered
for each installation.

A comprehensive investigation concerning the effect
on performance of each of the above variables was
conducted by the committee. Three different fuselage
nose shapes were used on a Curt&s XF7GI airplane.
With each of these fuselage nose shapea several outer
cowlings of WEerent width, shape, looation, and aagle
of attack were used. A few teds were also made using
a Vought 09 U–1 and a Fairchild FCi?17-l? with some
of the cowlings tested on the XF7UI. The problem
of vision was considered to the extent of taking pictnrea
of the diflerent cowling imtallations with the camera
located at the pilot’s position in the cookpit.

The object of this report is to oorrelate and present
the flight-test data on low-drag engine cowlings that
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have so far been obtained by the committee. Some ~
of the information has been preciously published in
the form of Weal notes. (References 5 and 6.) ~

EQWMENT AND METHOD
\ “ XlZ’C-l” AIRPLANE

The greater part of the flight research on the “air-
cooled engine cowlings was conducted on the CurtkN
.XIVC-l airplane. This airplane is a single-place
shipboard fighter powered with a Pratt & Whitney
Wasp engine rated”at 410 hp. at 1,900 r. p. m. The
original X.F7C-I wings of 242-squarbfeet axea had
been replaced, after a crash, with F’7Gi’ wings of
275squme-feet area. Figure 1 shows this airplane in
its service condition.

An aluminum-alloy adjustable-blade propeller was
used (Navy drawing ATO.3792). The diameter of
this propeller had been cut from 10 feet to 9 feet.
Tests conducted on this propeller in the propeller-
research tunnel had shown that reducing the diameter
did not ap@xiably affect its maximum efficiency.

1

take-off was 3,024 pounds. This included 166 pounds
for the pilot with his equipment and 90 pounds for the
flight-test instruments.

V-1

I~~~~‘
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---- ---— -;7--
/’ ‘Deflecfc+r

/
/

/’ fire wall-.%

Jdn._ — ——— .–J-
FIOIJRE2.–Timnoseof the XF7Gf alrplene for 08chof threOfnA8grc3titd,
and location of cowllng C with mpsat to the engineand fe eaoh fusdnge nom

Two other fuselage nose shapes were used in
conjunction with the series of outer cowlings. The
shams of the three fuselams are shown in the sketch

I on be 2. Fuselages ;and 3 were intended to be

I
.,

I

FIOUEB L+l?fmXF7G1okplone wfth fuselo@ 1awl no onta cowllng

(Reference 9.) The propeller pitch setting was
changed as the cowlings were changed, in order to
keep the maximum engine speed at approximately
1,950 r. p. m. in full-throttle level flight at sea level.

In this report the service fuselage is called “fuselage
l.” The engine cowling of fuselage 1is of conventional
design, covering the cylinders and approximately one-
half of the aluminum-alloy cylinder heads, and incorpo-
rating shutters in the nose. With the service fuselage
and no outer cowling the weight of the airplane at

used with an outer cowling. They

,

are smaller in
diameter at the nose than the-servicefuselage, allowing
more of the cylinder finning to extend into the air
stream. At the rear of the engine they swell out
rapidJy to a section somewhat larger than the original
fuselage, and then are faired smoothly into the original
fuselage. Fuselages 2 and 3 are alike except that
fuselage 2 is slightly thicker and has a sharper ourva-
ture at the maximum section just behind the engine.
Tho airplane weight at take-off with fuselages 2 and
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FmJBE 3.-OnteI cowlings used with eauhof thrw h5BIWW on the XF7Gl airplane
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3 without an outer cowling was 3,076 and 3,024 pOULldS Cowling D.—The length of the skirt of cowling 0
respectively. The outer cowlings used are denoted by was increased 1%inches to make cowling D. (Fig.) 4.
Iettem, 09 follows: Cowling E,—The length of the skirt of cowling D

CowlixwA—The letter “A” has been used to denote was increased 2% inchca to make cowling E.
the con~%on with no outer cmding. I

FmmE L-The XX7C-I e.irplenewith mwling ?.-D

Cowling C.-Cowling C (fig. 3) is similar to the
ring of the No. 10 cowling described in referamms 1
and 3. Across section of cowling C resembles a highly
cambered airfoil section set at a large negative angle
with the thrust line. The outer surface is continued

FmuEE 5.—TiM XWGf ahplene withmwlfng 3-F-Middle

back in cylindrical form to lead into the lima of the
fuselage. Only a small slot is left between the stit
of the cowling aud the fuselage for the exit of the
cooling air. @eference 7.) Wmh its mounting brack-
ets cowling C weighs 40 pounds.

Cowling F,—Cowling F (figs. 3 and 6) is a ring 9
inches wide, having a Clark Y airfoil profile with its
chord parallel to the thrust line. h its middle position
(~. 5) cowling F was located over the center line of
the engine cylindem. This cowling was also mounted

Ilwmli
FmuEE 6.—TheXFi’Ul ah’planewith cowllng 3-O-Frent

in two other positions-in front and in the rear of the
middle position. Cowling F weighs 21 pounds.

Cowling G.-cowling G (figs. 3 and 6) is a ring 21M
inches wide, with its cross section resembling n thin
low-oambered airfoil. The diameter at the nose is ~%
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inches smaller than at the
larger than the maximum

PERFORMANCE IN APPLYING

rear and is cm-half inch
engine diameter of 50$

~awm 7.—The X.F7Gf ekplane with cowling H

inches. Thus the chord of the cowling section is at a
negative angle of approximately 1%0 with re9pect to
the thrust line. In its front po.$tion (fig. 6) the leafig ‘
edge of cowling G was 9X inches forward of tie cen-

LOW-DR4G COWLING TO

CowlinEH.—CowlinK H
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was made by extending the
ekirt of tiding G six iches. (Fig. 3.) - -

Cowling J.—@vling J (figs. 3 and 7) is a wide ring
cowling with a section thick enough so that part of the
cowling can be used as an exhaust-dlector ring. The
rear portion of the coding, which is used for collecting
the exhaust gasea, is made of %Anch sheet iron, and
the front portion is of sheet aluminum. The exhaust
gases are discharged through a %-inch slot in the trail-
ing edge along the lower half of the cowling. This
cowling weigh 106X pounds, but since it replaced the
service eshaust stacks, which weighed 19 pounds, the
net weight added was 87X pounds.

Cowling JM.-Covding JM (figs. 3 and 8) has the
same shape as the outer line of cowling J, but is 1 inch
smaller in diameter. It has only the single surface.
The leading edge is formed around a ?&inchsteel tube.
The weight of cowling JM is 45 pounds.

Cowling VA.—The variable-angle cowling (cowling
VA)isshowri in Figures 3and9. Thisisaring type
that waa designed to determine the effect of changing
the angle of the cowling section with respect to the
thrust line. It is constructed of nine straight sections,
one over each cylinder head, each of 17Mnch chord
and 13-iuch span and pivoted near the fronton a steel-
tube mounting ring. Filler pieces make a fairing be-
tween the stiaight sections regardless of the angle at
which they may be set. The angle of the chord of the
straight sections with the thrust line could originally

.

FIGURE8.—TIM XlI’C-l e!rphne with mwllng E+JM

tral plane of the cylindem. For the middle and rear
positions this distance w= reduced ta 6X and 3%
inches, respectively. The weight of cowling G with its
supporting brackets is 40 pounds.

149900—33—18

be adjusted on the ground between – 18.8° and –4.7°.
This range did not cover the optimum position with
i%selage 1, however, so for this fuselage the mounting
ring was made 2% inches larger in diameter. With the
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FIOUBE9.+fm XF7G1 dq)km withWWMU S-VA
—

~f3UEE 10.—The HC-f af@ane wfth fns&a@ 2 wftbmt OU@r cmlfng, sk)a shaP3 and bcatlon Ofdektom
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new coding the angle could be varied from – 18.8° to
+ 6.4°. This cowling was not expected to be the equal
of a smooth circuIar ring, but its design was made as
clean as possible considering the necessity of changing
its arigle with the thrust line. Coding VA weighs 36
pounds, complete with mounting bracketi.

Symbols.—The fuselage numbers and cowling letters
are combined to show any cowling conditions; thus,
2–l?-Middle means fuselage 2 with cowling F in the
middle position.

Deflectom were used behind each cylinder with
fuselages 2 and 3 to improve the cooling. The con-
struction of fuselage 1 did not lend itself to the addition
of deflectom. The construction of the sheet-aluminum
deflectom can be cleady seen in Figure 10.

The flight-test instruments were installed just be-
hind the pilot’s seat. They consisted of two electrical-

or two which caused overheating and.were not flown.
While ,the airplane was flown at an altitude of about
30 feet over a measured course, the time was taken

with a stop watch by the pilot., Flights were made

in both directions, and the average speed was taken
as the true speed. Speed @h@ were not made when
the wind w-as across the course. The timed speed
was measured with a probable preckion of + 0.5
m. p. h. A check of the speed with cowling 1–A for
8 tests covering a period of 10 mopths showed a
variation of only + 1.8 m. p. h.

Full-throttle climbs were made with enough dif-
ferent cowling conditions to show the effect of the
cowlings upon climb. At the start of the tests a
series of climbs was made at diflerent @ speeds.
Thereafter each climb was made at the air speed
which had been found to be best. Each climb lasted

FIGURE11.-Tha 08Gf afrplane wItb tavfw fucalagoand noOntercowling

resistance thermometers to measure the temperatures
i of the thermocouple cold junctions and of the atmos-

phere, a recording altimbter md air-speed meter, two
pyrometem, a tachometer, and an indicating air-speed
meter. All instruments except the recording alti-
meter and air-speed meter were mounted in an auto-
matic observer. This is a light-tight box with &motor-
driven motion-picture camera at one end focused on
the dials of the instruments, which are mounted in
the opposite end and illuminated by an electric lamp
which flashes for each picture. Eighteen iron-con-
stantan thermocouples were tied to the engine
cylinder barrels and heads, and were connected suc-
cessively to the pyrometers by means of an autom&tic
switch driven from the camera motor.

The high speed in level fight of the airplane was
obtained for each cowling condition, except for one

10 minutes, a time sufhciently long to furnish reliable
climb data and to assure a constant engine tempera-
ture. The airplane performs.uce in climb was com-
puted according to the Lesley method given in ~efer-
ence 8.

Full-throttle level-flight runs for 15 minutes at ap-
proximately. 1,500 feet altitude were made with each
cowling condition that was tested in climb: The most
unfavorable conditions for engine cooling were con-
sidered to occur during either the climbs or the high-
speed level flights.

“ 02U-1 “ AIRPLANE

The Vought 09 U–1 is a 2-place observation plane
(fig. 11) powered with a Pratt & Whitney Wasp
engine rated at 46o hp. at 2,100 r. p. m. The weight
of the hirplane with service cowling, pilot, observer,
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I

FWJEE 12.-The02U-Iafrplenetith-IX fnsslogeond mwlfng J

and parachutes was 3,o45 pounds at the take-off. It
was very lightly loaded, for with a full service load
this airplane we@s 3,720 pounds. The service cowl-
ing for this airplane is of conventional design and
includes hand-perated nose shutte~ together with a
series of louvers at the rear of the engine.

Two aluminum-alloy adjustable-blade propellem
(Navy drawing No. 3792) were used in the tests of
the (MU–1, one of which had been cut from 10-foot

b-
.d5iL—.— _____

Service codii%m, /43.8mph.

.—-—. —-
Cow/hg ./,/5= mph.

FIGURE13.—Tkenomof tke 0.3fH afrplane fn the
serrb wndltbn and eqnlppx3 with mwilng J

to 9-foot diameter. The 9-foot propeller was the one
used in the tests with the XF7@l~ Both propellers
were used for similar tests, with pitch-angle settings
that would allow propeller speeds of approximately
2,100 r. p. m. in full-throttle flight at sea level.

The high speed of this airplane was determined
over the measured course with the service cowling
and with coding J over the service cowling. @igs.
11, 12, and 13.) No chauge was made in the service

xding when mounting the exhaust-collector ring.
k was possible to secure the outer cowling with
rackets attached to the exhaust-port studs in the
une way that it was attached to the engine of tlm
:mc-1 .

“FC2W-2” AIRPLANE

The Fairchild FC2TJW?is a 5-place high-wing cabin
lonoplane. (Fig. 14.) It is powered with a Pratt &
?hitney Wasp enaginedeveloping 400 hp. at 1,900

?IOUEE14.-Tk+ FC9W-S akplane with mrvfw fuse18E9and no outer mwltng

p. m. This airplane with its service cowling and
kh the pilot, but with no passengers, weighed 3,673
muds at take-off. The standard cowling for this
rplane is of conventional design, having hand-oper-
ed nose shutters and louvers bebind the engine.
he streamlining of the engine cowling with the fuse-
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lage proper is poor, particidarly when used in combina-
tion with a ring cowling for reducing drag.

m
i -- ---” —---- /“1

/444I.“

FIGURE16.—TheFC2W-2 airplane wfth mrvfm fnsrbge end cowllng VA

The high speed with the iervice coding and with
cowlings C, F, G, and VA (iigs. 15 and 16) over the
service cowling was determined by making full-throttle
runs over the measured course. No change in the serv-

ice coding was required for the proper mounting of
the outer cowlings used. In these tests the original ex-
haust manifolds were replaced by the exhaust stacks
used on the XF7Gl.

TABLE I

HIGH SPEED IN LEVEL FLIGHT OF THE XF7C-1
AIRPLANE FOR ALL COWLING CONDITIONS EX-
CEPT THOSE WITH COWLING VA

Tin&d
Cowlfng

m. p. ~.

>Jbf -------------------------------------------
l~l--. -..--, ----------------------------------
SE--------------------------------------------
3-Q-Rear____ --------------------------------
>0---------------------------------------------
3-D----------------------------------------
>D-------------------------------------------
I-J— ------------------------------------------
%H-~nt -------------------------------------
~~nt -------------------------------------

—------- ---------- -------------- . . . . . . . . .-
>J-— ------------------------------------------
%SRW ---------------------------------------
=Midtie-..-.--.. ----. -..--.. --.. --.. -.-..–
lGW--------------------------------------
l+Wdtie -----------------------------------
>G~nk -------------------------------------
l~~n~---..----.. -.--.. ----.. --.. -------–
%F-Middle --------- ------------------------
>F-R~---------------------------------------
>F-fint --------------------------------------
>H-~nL ------------------------------------
>F-Mid~e ---------------------------------
l-F-Mddl~--------------------------------~--------------------------------------------
%L ------------------------------------------
l-L-------------------------------------------

lm 1
lm 7
165.3
164.3
164.0
1636
1622
16L6
16L4
lm. 2
169.5
lb%o
169.0
lsi o
167.3
167.0
167.0
16a3
Iw 1
164.2
1S3.6
1S3.6
1622
151.2
149.0
1433
146.2

/1*

11%-a- -—.—
.%ubice cmdtiim,129.8m.p.h.

—.—
~=~138.8m.@

-—- —-
Cowling C,141. I m.p.h.

—-
‘Wg-VA,134.2 m.pfi. -

E&@;

r. p. m.

1,975
1,m
Lam

i%

i%
Zw
L 945
1,945
1,970
I, ‘as
1,m

~~

1,960
Lw
u 910
L940
l!=
l?w
1,926
1,9f5
1,%0
I,SUJ
L 940

ymeY
Sating
at 42-fn.

?s

as
!2).6
~6

%:
20.6
a-o
-mO
20.6
=6
=6
20.6
2Q6

%;
!2a0
!K16
m.o

2:
2a5
20.6
!&S
19.6
Z6
20.6
1(!.6

FmIJEE16.+t%o nom of the F@ W-f airplane wfth 8arv1mfumktgeand fonr ~ cdouter cowllng
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NoTE.-TlM thermocoupleIorattonsslmrm am for oyIfnder No. 1. Thermomnpk Nos. 11to 18for cyllndera Nos. !4to 9,rwpmtively, mm locatal at thnmroo
pfnt os tkermoconple No. 10‘on oyiindar No. 1

TABLE II

CYLINDER TEMPERATURES (DEGREES F. OBTAINED WITH THE XF’7C-1 AIRPLANE IN CLIIMB ANI) LEVEL
FLIGHT AT THE VAIJ OUS POIINTS NOTED ON THE PHOTOGRAPH
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

To facilitate a general comparison of tlie high-speed
performance for the many fuselage and coding com-
binations used with the XF7UI airplane, the high
speeds are given in Table I in the ordir’of their magni-
tude, and in Figure 3 they are given with most of the
sketches of the cowlings tested. The engine speed and
the propeller pitch setting are also given in Table I for
each cowIing condition. The cylinder temperatures
for many of the fuselage and cowling combinations
me given in Table II.

Effect of fuselage shape,—The maximum air speeds
obtained without outer cowlings were 145.2, 146.3, and
149 miles per hour with fuselages 1, 2, and 3, respec-
tively. The engine speed and propeller pitoh setting
for each condition are given in Table I. Appreciably
higher speedawere obtained with the modified fuselage
than with the service fuselage, and this dii7erencewould
have been slightly greai%r if the propeller pitch had
been changed so that the engine speeds with fuselages
2 rind3 had been the same as with fumlage 1.

The engine temperatures given in Table II for cowl-
ings 1-A and 2–A show that the cooling was satis:
factory with either fuselage when no outer cowling
was used. No temperatures were measured with
cowling 3-A, but since the shape at the engine is the
same as that of cowling 2–A (fig. 2) it is assumed that
the temperature would not be greatly dMerent. b
goneralj the cylinder temperatures with cowling 2-A
are somewhat lower than with cowling l-A. The
di.flerence would be more marked if the atmospheric
temperatures had been more nearly the same for
ilights with the two cowlings. The temperatures at
the base of the cylinder with cowling 1–A are much
higher in climb than in level ilight, while those for
cowling 2-A show very little change. In no case are
the cylinder temperatures excessive. With cowling
2-A the lower part of the cylinder would undoubtedly
run too cold for some flight conditions. When an
outer cowling is used with this fuselage, as was origi-
nally intended, the temperatures near the base of the
cylinder are raised somewhat.

EfTeotof width of ring cowling,-The difference be-
tween the maximum air speeds obtained with the
narrow-ring and with the wide-ring cowling on the same
fuselage (Table I) was consistently in favor of the
wide ring, and amounted to horn 6 to 8 miles per hour.
The wide ring in the best (rear) position increased the
speed, over that obtained with no outer cowling, 12.1
miles per hour with fuselage 1 and 15.3 niles per hour
with fuselage 3, whereas the narrow ring did not give an
increase of more than 8 miles per hour for any condi-
tion. The difference in speed between these two fuse-
lages without any outer cowling was 3.8 ties per hour,
as seen from Table I. With a wide-ring cowling the
maximum difference was 7 miles per hour in favor of
fuselage 3.

The use of cowling H, which is 6 inches wider than
cowling G, resulted in only a negligible improvement
h high-speed performance. Although no tits were
made to determine how much the width of cowling G
could be decreased without appreciably reducing the
high-speed performance, it is believed that to reduce
the width to less than 18 inch= would resultina reduc-
tion of high speed of 2 to 3 miles per hour. In recent
speed-course tests of a Boeing XFi5B-1 and a Boeing
P–19, both with and without a 16-inch ring cowling
with which both of these airplanes are regularly
equipped, the cowling increased the speed of the
XF’.lAl 8.7 miles per hour, from 163.4 to 172.1
miles per hour, and of the P–12 9.1 miles per hour,
from 155.3 to 164.4 rnileaper hour.

No cooling difficultieswere experienced with cowlings .
F or G when used with any of the three fuselages.
The temperatures of the lower part of the cylinder in
climb or level flight when the cowling is used in the
front position are the same for the wide-ring as for the
narrow-ring cowliug, whereas the head temperatures
for the same condition are slightly high’erwith the wide-
ring cowling. kcreasing the width of coding G to
form cowling H restricted the flowp-ages on fuselage
2 so that the air flow was insufficient to cool the
engine properly when operating at full throttle.

Effect of position of outer coMing.-The efFect on
Lhehigh-speed performance of the location of the outer
cowling with respect to the center line of the cylindem
was invedigated, using coding Gin the front, middle,
and rear positions (fig. 3) on each of three fuselages
and cowling 1?for several cowling combinations. The
results given in Table I show that the highest speeds
are obtained with the wide @ in the rear position
and the lowed with it in the front position; the dMer-
ences, however, are .mml.1,amounting to 1, 2, and 3.1
miles per hour for fuselages 1, 2, and 3, respectively.
Three po@tiorw of cowling F were tried only on fuse-
lage 2. The rear position gave the highest speed, as
with cowling G, but the front position was slightly
superior to the middle position.

The effect on the cylinder temperatures of locating
the wide ring in the front, middle, and rear positions
was detetied for fuselage 2. The results indicate
that the engine temperaturesme lower with the cowling
in the front position than in either the middle or rear
position; the difference in level flight averages about
40° l?. for the barrel of cylinder No. 1 and 30° F. for
all the rear spark-plug bosses. The cylinder tempera-
tures are highest for the cowling position which gives
the best high-speed performance. The cooling is best
with the coding in the front position, probably
because more of the diverging @ flow just in front of
the engine is directed past the cylinder heads than
with the coding in the rear position.

In level flight the temperatures at the base of the
cyhnder for cowhng 2-G-Front are practically the
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same as for cowling 2–A, although the cylinder-head
temperatures are higher. h condition 2-G-Rear all
cylinder temperatures are higher than for 2–A, by an
average amount of 40° F. on the lower part of the
cylindem and 60° F. on the heads. In climb with
cowling 2-G-Front the barrel temperatures average
about 35° F. higher than in level flight, while the rear
spark-plug-boss temperatures in climb for the nine

the sharp curves in these fuselages just behind the
engine. The curves ‘in F~e 17 indicate that an
angle from –4° to – 8° for a ring of this cross section
would probably be satisfactory for any conventionally
shaped fusehtge. Wi$h fuselage 3 the maximum speed
is obtained when the section of the cowling is at an
angle of – 8°, and with the same fuselage the mw&mm
speed is reduced to that with no outer cowling when

@
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FIGURE17.—V*tIen of bfghs- of Xl?’CW afrpkne with angle of outer cowling .

cylinders aver~~e about 35° F. lower than in level
flight.

Effect of the angle between the outer cowling and the
thrust line.-The effect on the high-speed performance
of varying the angle of the outer cowling sections with
the thrust line is shown for the three difkent fuselages
by the curves in F~e 17. Note that the best angle
and the range of the anglegiving nearly the maximum
performance depend upon the shape of the nose of the

the cowling angle is increased to – 16°. This res~t
indicates the importance of having the angle correct
within 1° or 2°.

Considering that the 9-inch ring (cowling F) gave an
increase in speed of 7 to 8 miles per hour and that the
21-inch ring (cowling G) gave an increase of ss much
as 15 miles per hour, one would naturally expect that
cowling VA of 17-i.nchwidth would give more than 9
miles per hour increase when set at the best angle.

TABLE Ill “

CYLINDER TEMPERATURES DEGREES F.) AS OBTAINED IN CLIMB AND LEVEL I?LIGHT WITH
A$ LEANGLE COWLING ON THE XF7C-1 AIRPLANE
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Apparently t le polygonal shape is much less efficient.. ---
than a cmcular shape.

The temperatures obtained in climb and level flight
with cowlings 2–VA and 3–VA are given in Table III.
In level flight with fuselage 2 the cylinder temperatures
increased slightly M the angle of attack of the cowling
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section was increased from – 18.8° to – 4.7°. With
fuselage 3 there was no appreciable change in cylinder
temperatures with change in cowling angle. The high
temperatures observed on cylindem 2, 4, and 5 in
climb with cowling 2–VA–( – 18.8°) are probably due
either to detonation or an error in the instruments.

Meet of shape of cowling,-Data have already been
presented showing that a polygonal cowling of su5-
cient width and when set at the best angle, is not equal
to a circular-ring cowling and that a narrow-ring
cowling is not equal to a wide-ring coding for increas-
ing the speed of an airplane. Other shapes of outer
cowling are represented in these tests by three varia-
tion of the nose piece of the original N. A. C. A.
cowling, by the exhaust-collector ring, and by the
single-wall cowling shaped like the outer surface of the
exhaust-collector ring, cowlings C, D, E, J, and JM,
respectively.

The high-speed performance obtained with cowlings
G, D, E, J, and JM is given in Table I and the cylinder-
tempemture measurements for most of the conditions

several cowling shapes. It seems probable that cowl-
ing 1–J does not cause overheating because the cooling
air is flowing at its highest velocity in the plane of the
engine cylinders. With cowling 2-J, on the other hand,
although the minimum area is no smaller, the area at
the engine is larger, and the cooling air is not so effec-
tive at the reduced velocity.

Poor cooling may readily accompany the use of a
cowling which gives the maximum increase in high-
speed performance. Limiting the amount of cooling
air reduces the drag, and so improves the speed, but
at the same time increasea the danger of overheating
the engine. It follows that for m-urn performance
the cooling air admitted should be carefully directed
and be so limited in amount m to just properly cool
the engine.

~ect of engine cowlings in climb.-The many covd-
ing and fuselage combinations tried had very little
effect on the rate of climb, but the cylinder tempera-
tures in climb, as in level flight, were greatly influenced
by the type of cowling used. The test resultspresented
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are given in Table IL It maybe noted that the use of
any one of the9e cowlings gave a large improvement
in high speed for practically every fuselage condition;
the improvement was superior to that obtained with
any other type of outer cowling except cowling G in the
rear position for fuselage 2. The cylinder temperatures
obtained with these outer cowlings were in some cases
excessive and in all cases, except 2–G-Reax, were
higher than those obtained with the cowlings of thin
airfoil cross section.

A study of the engine temperatures as infhenced by
the shape of the outer cowling enables one to draw
some interesting conclusions. It appeam reasonable
that the quantity of cooling air flowing between an
outer cowling and the fuselage nose is regulated by the
minimum cross-sectional area of the space between the
two. Then the velocity at any other section varies
approm”matelyinvemely as its area. This reasoning is
borne out by the cylinder temperatures observed with

in reference 5 show that although the use of a low-drag
cowling resulted in but a slight improvement in the
rate of climb for most cowling conditions it did not,
however, impair the climb for any cowling condition.
This was, in substance, later verified in teds with the
variable-angle cowling. @teferance 6.) In the tests
with the variable-angle cowling it was found that with
the cowling section at an angle with the thru9t @
giving improved high-speed performance the climbing
capabilities of the airplane were slightly improved
although when the cowling was set at some angle that
impaired the high-speed performance the climb per-
formance was also poorer. The climb curves for a
few of the cowling conditions tried are presented in
Figure 18.

An mmlyais of the effect of a ring coding on the
climb of an airplane was recently made by J. A.
Louden, of the Bureau of Aeronautics, Navy Deparh
ment. (Reference 10.) The results of this analysis
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showed that when the high-speed performance was
increased 8 per cent (165 to 178 miles per hour) the
rate of climb was increased only 2 per cent.

The temperature measurements obtained in climb
are presented in Tables II and III. An examination
and comparison of these temperatures show that It
is not unusual to obtain higher temperatures in level
flight than in climb when an outer cowling is used.
With the cowlings tested in this investigation the
higher temperatures are most apt to occur when the
annular opening betwean the ‘rear of the outer cowling
and the fuselage is restricted, as with cowlings D, J,
rind TM with fuselagea 2 and 3.

With cowling VA the temperatures in climb were
high when the cowling section was set at an angle
of – 18.S0, but with the cowling set at the best angle
for high speed the temperatures in climb were satis-
factory. h this investigation all cowling. conditions
which permittid satisfactory cooling in level flight
were also satisfactory in climb.

Effect of fuselage and oowling shape on the field of
vision.-The degree to which the pilot’s field vision
is impaired may be an important factor to be con-
sidered in the selection of a cowling. A general idea
of how the vision with the diflerent fuselages compares
and of the extent to which the field of vision from each
is impaired by the addition of an outer cowling may
be obtained from Figure 3. Fuselagea 2 and 3 are
of greater diameter than fuselage 1, and consequently
do not afford quite so good vision. However, the
tilon with fuselages 2 and 3 c~ not be appreciably
impaired by the addition of an outer cowling unless
the outer cowling is of greater diameter than the
fuselage. The vkion with fuselage 1 is always equal
to or better than that with fuselages 2 and 3 because
it is possible to obtain an unobstructed field of vision
between the cylinders with some of the cowlings when
used on this fuselage. The pilot’s actual field of
vision is clearly shown by the photographs in Figures
19 and 20.

liMeotof cowlings upon stability.-TIie XF7GI air-
plane in its service condition is practically neutrally
stable. When any outer cowlings are added the
longitudinal stability is impaired, as might be expected
when a circular airfoil is placed in front of the center
of gravity. The effect is more pronounced with the
wider cowlings, such as G, but in no case is the in-
stability serious enough to make the airplane difficult
to control. No attempt was made to counteract
the effect of the cowlings by increasing the area of
the iixed tail surfacea or changing the location of the
canter of gravity.

Miscellaneous tests.—To obtain information on
other airplanes concerning the effect on performance of
adding an outer cowling, a few tests were made on a
Vought Ol?U-1 and a Fairchild FC%?W-2. No attempt
was made to measure the cylinder temperaturesin these

tests. The performance of the engine for all condi-
tions was satisfactory, however, and there were no
indications of high cylinder temperatures. The re-
sults of the high-speed tests on these two airplanes are
given in Tables IV and V.

TABLE IV

EFFECT OF COWLING J UPON HIGH-SPEED PER-
FORMANCE OF VOUGHT 02U-1 WITH TWO
DIFFERENT PROPELLERS
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EFFECT OF FOUR TYPES OF OUTER COWLING UPON
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The results show that the use of cowling J over the
servica cowling increased the sp~ed of the OI?U-1 about
8.5 miles per hour. The same increase was obtained
with each of the two propellers tried; however, the
smalldiameter propeller gave a little higher speed.
The increase in speed from using the cowling waa small
when compared with the increase of 16.4 miles per
hour obtained when cowling J was added over the
service fuselage of the Curtiss XF7GI. An exami-
nation of these fuselage and outer-cowling combinations
as shown in Figures 3 and 13 indicates that the opening
between the cylinders and the outer cowling is prac-
tically twica as large on the 02!U-I as on the XF7GI.
& a result more air passes through and the disturbance
and 10SSWare greater, although the engine is un-
doubtedly be~ter cooled.

Cowlings C, F, G, and VA were tried on the FWTJ%2
as shown in Figure 16. The results of these tests
(Table V) show that the adding of an outer cowling
increased the high speed in all cases. Cowling VA
gave the least improvement, while cowling C gave the
most. The increase with cowling F on this airplane
was equal to that obtained on the XF7GI. C,owling
G gave slightly less improvement than cowling F;
however, cowling G was used in the front position,
which was found to be the poorest in the tests with
the XF7GI. None of these cowlings, except possibly
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cowling’ l?, would be practicable on this airplwe, fo~
they obstructed the pilot’s vision in an objectionable
manner. They were tested only because it was dcs.ired
to learn whether the varioue cowlings would affect the
speed of diflerent types of blanes in a comparable
manner. It is to be regretted that cowling JM could
not have been tested with the FC2W-%. This cowling
had not been constructed when these tests were made.
On the basis of the testson the Ol?U-1 and the lV%?lWi!
it seems probable that an improvement in speed can
usually be obtained by adding an outer cowling over
the service fuselage. However, better results may be
expected if the cowling and fuselage are considered as
a unit.

CONCLUSIONS

From the results of flight tests on the XIY&l air-

plane with three fuselage nose shapes and six main
types of outer engine cowling the following conclusions
can be drawn:

1. The best performance is obtained by designing
the fuselage and outer cowling to function together,
although reasonably large improvements in speed can
be obtained by adding an outer cowling over the
conventional fuselage.

2. The increase in high-speed performance is sensi-
tive to the width of the outer cowling up to a limit of
about 21 inches for the type of ring tested; a cowling
of 9-inch width gave an increase in speed of 9 miles
per hour for the best condition, and a cowling of 21%-
inch width gave an increase of 16.4 miles per hour.
Increasing the width to more than 21X inches resulted

in only a w@igible improvement in the high-speed
performance. Increasing the width does not affect
the cooling of the engine unless the flow passagea are
restricted.

3. Locating the relatively t~ kd flat type of ring
cowling so that its leading edge is approximately flush
with the front plane of the cylindem gives better
high-speed performance than if the cowling is farther
forward; the cooling, however, is better ih the front
position.

4. The angle at which the section of the variable-
~gle ~w~g w= setwith r~pect to the center line of
the crankshaft was very important, as changes of only
a few degrees reduced the performance so that it was
only equal to, or less than, that obtained with no
outer cowling. Nearly the maximum performance
with any of the fuselages used on the XF7C-I could be
obtained at any setting within the range of –4° to – 8°.

5. Changing the shape of the cowling in such a man-
ner as to reduce either the quantity or the velocity
of the cooling air at the cylinders impaired the cooling,
but reducing the quantity improved the high-speed
performance except for conditions when the cylinder
temperatnrw were excessive.

6. The adding of low-drag cowling results in only a
small improvement in the rate of climb.

LANGLEY MnUORIALAERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,
NATIONALADVISORYCOUmE FORAERONAUTICS,

LANamy E’lELD,VA., .Nooemtw_r%, 1931.
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